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This book provides a guide for those wishing to obtain an understanding of ultrasound techniques,

their major applications and their role in patient diagnosis and management. Offering essential

guidance on how to conduct an ultrasound examination, how best to obtain optimal images, and on

how best to interpret the information gained, Practical Musculoskeletal Ultrasound is a practical

resource for clinicians involved in the diagnosis and management of patients with musculoskeletal

disorders. Throughout the book the authors display an awareness of what does and what doesn't

work, what is or isn't useful, and an appreciation of the role of ultrasound in relation to other imaging

techniques.Presents an accessible overview of all clinically useful applications of musculoskeletal

ultrasound with the basic principles, techniques and interpretation of ultrasound imaging of the

musculoskeletal system.Directs the clinician to a quick, accurate and cost-effective method of

assessment through a focus on those areas where musculoskeletal ultrasound has the most clinical

impact.Balances the advantages of ms ultrasound (superficial soft-tissue injury) with its limitations

(deep or intra-articular structures)Provides anatomic/sonographic correlation throughout, helping the

clinician/sonographer obtain the optimal field of view.Uses color Doppler and color power Doppler

throughout for state of the art applications and modalities.
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Maybe the best MSK book to date. I have most of the major books out there but this one is the best



in my opinion. Not the most comprehensive one out there (that would be the Stephano Bianchi

book) but still excellent. Very good text, images, and included needle techniques. A tad expensive

when I bought it but heard the price has come down recently.

I bought this book for preparing for the MSKUS board exam. But much more than that it has

provided countless tips that i use in my everyday practice.

great US guide

Excelent

Excellent book. Very well organized and clear.

I own the first addition and it was good. The DVD was a real value. I own every credible text on this

subject. This one rocks the socks off of the previous texts. I still do hold Bianchi as the BIBLE, but

this edition has passed Jacobson for diagrams and images. A Strong Case for the new defining text

for MSKUS imaging learning. Well done!!

Great reference

It covers well some facts and the photos are great, it's not the msk text... But more of a good

handbook
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